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Recently the behaviour of the coupling constant at high temperature
has been investigated within the framework of the \$

theory

, and it

is found to possess the surprising property that it approaches a constant
Tntt_Tii;itiomil. Atomic KnurRy Agency
non-zero value as T-*••", rather than decreasing to zero.

This conclusion is

and
reached independently by two different methods, the improved one-Xoop
United Nations Kilueal.ional Scientific and Cultural Organization
approximation

*

*

, and the calculation based on the Dyson-Schwinger

. 2)
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equation

The improved one-loop approximation was first employed by Dolan
and Jackiw

to compute the temperature-dependent mass to the next-to-leading

order in T, i.e., the linear T terra.

It is well-known that simple one-loop

approximation does not give reliable results for the temperature-dependent
BEHAVIOUR OF COUPLING CONSTANTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
coupling constant

. This is because the temperature dependence of the

IN SUPERSYHMETRIC THEORIES *
coupling constant is only linear in T.

These linear T contributions are

known to be strongly modified by higher-loop effects
la the improved one-loop approximation

Suee-Ping Chia **

.
*

, the higher-loop

contributions are effectively taken into account by replacing each of the
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internal bare propagators in the one-loop approximation by a dressed
propagator.

The mass of the dressed propagator, which is temperature -

dependent, is determined by a self-consistency relation.

ABSTRACT

Upon iteration,

the self-consistency relation can be easily shown to yield a summation of
An a n a l y s i s i s p r e s e n t e d of the t e m p e r a t u r e dependence of t h e coupling
all higher-loop diagrams with no overlapping loops

*

' .

c o n s t a n t s using t h e improved one-loop approximation In t h e Wess-Zuraino model
and t h e supersymmctric

0(M)

model.

It

For the case of one-component

i s found t h a t a l l t h e coupling c o n s t a n t s ,

theory, the temperaturei

both bosonic U

type) and Yukawa, approach c o n s t a n t nonzero v a l u e s as

T + -.

dependent coupling constant is given by

The asymptotic values -of t h e bosonic c o u p l i n g s o r e s l i g h t l y smaller than t h e
corresponding v.^ro-tsiiiperature value;;, and t h o s e of t h e Yukawa couplings a r e t h e
same as the :-ero-teinperature v a l u e s .

where u
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is the temperature-dependent mass used in the dressed propagators,

and is given by

fr - A £

(2)

For very high T, it is easily seen that D-4)
*

To he jubrni tt.ed Tor iiuhLi cal.Ion .

(3)
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One point is worth noLiriR here.

Hereafter, we shall use the notations

In the improved one—loop

approximation, we are summing an infinite series of diagrams.

The renormal-

Lzation prescription at T 4 0 may be different from that at T - 0.

In

fact, ia order to remove the divergences in a self-consistent way, we are
forced into a teraperature-dependenc renormalieation
4
counter terms in the >.ij> Lagrangian as

.

to denote the scalar, the

A, B and

pseudosc&lar and the spinor components o f the superfield

S . T h e Wess-Zumino
8)

model, is known to undergo a second-order phase transition
For

at T

1/2
= (BX/g)

T > T , the system is characterized by

If we write the

< A >T
where

<>

= o

(8)

denotes ordinary thermal average.

The Lagrangian for the Wess-

Zumino model, in terms of the component fields, is
then the renormalization constant B and C are respectively given by

B =

(£k -;

J

(5)

~

where the tree-level masses are

- 3,-x1

(6)
(30)

7

We observe that the same quantity

g

describes both the It-point bosonic as well
2
We further notice that u
is

as the Yukawa couplings at the tree-level.

The metric used in this paper is (-1, ) , !, I).

negative.

Thus the coupling constants as calculated in the simple one-loop

approximation would yield complex quantities.

In order to apply the improved

In this paper, we shall extend the analysis to deal with theories with
one-loop approximation, ve have to compute first the temperature-dependent masses.
global supersymmetry.

Our purpose is two-fold.

First of all, ve want to find
This is easily performed, and we obtain

the following temperature-dependent

out whether the presence of fermions in a specific way (as demanded by supermasses
symmetry) would affect the behaviour of the It-point bosonic coupling constants
at high

T.

for T > T :
c

Secondly, in a supcrsyrametric theory, the Yukawa coupling constant

is related to the U-point bosonic coupling constant at
the Wcss-Zujnino model

T = 0.

fv =

For example, for

(10

, only one coupling constant is required to describe
Throughout this paper, we shall use the notation that a symbol with a tilde

both the !j-point bosonic coupling as well as the Yukawa coupling,

Hov vould the
denotes the corresponding temperature-dependent quantity at high

Yukawa coupling constant in a supersymmetric theory behave at high

T. He observe

T*
is massless at all T > T .

that
To begin with, let us consider the simplest supersymmetric theory,
7)
W e c h o o s e , without loss o f generality, the following
the Uess-Zumino m o d e l

We consider first the A^

superpotential:

to the A

It is the massless Coldstone fermion state

We now proceed to compute the temperature-dependent coupling constants.
self-coupling constant.

The diagrams contributed

coupling constant are as depicted in Figs. l(a) and l(b). The

boson loop in Fie- l( a ) can be

A

or

B.

The evaluation uf tin: boson loop

contributions is straight forward, and it, similar to the case of the H-eomponent
*.$

theory'^'?^ But the fermion loop diagram, Fig. l{b), i:; infra-red divergent

The Yukawa coupling c o n s t a n t s n.ra c a l c u l a t e d from diagrams of r'ig l { e ) .

because the reunion i:; Tnasisless. ft proper treatment of the temperature-dependent
infra-red di»erf;eii<:i.' [iroulcm vil.1 entail n detailed analysis of the processes

For the coupling of

of emission and absorption of ;>art.icU>s from the heat bath

boson in F i g . l ( c ) may be Ml A or a

,

In our

\|i, va have two diagrams contributing,.

The i n t e r n a l

B. The ijiAi|j coupling, constant i s

therefore given by

present case, the fermion loop diagram of FIR. 1(b) is proportional to

Tr

(12)

This contribution is clearly infra-red divergent.

A to

!""'"=

This divergence i s ,

however, cancelled by the process in which the A-field absorbs and re-emits
soft massless ferraions from the heat bath.
process has the same

This absorption and re-emission

structure as Eq. (12), but has the opposite sign,

thus cancelling the fermion-loop contribution from Fig. 1(b).

'••»

Upon removal

of the infra-red divergence, we arrive at the following expression for the
4
A coupling constant at high T,

The integration

has the usual meaning of the momentum integration at

T ^ 0,

and the tar above it signifies that only the finite-teaperature part of the
momentum integration is to be retained.
F

i

-

(T/^&

))

<

,

i 3

The subscripts

f

and b

propagators denote respectively fermion and boson propagators.
where

"v

and ~

a r e a s (jiven in ( ' ' ) , a n d t h e f u n c t i o n

F (x)

i s d e f i n e d by

propagator is written without the spin projection.
boson propagators in U6)are straightforward.

F,<o = *- ±J«y.
As

Y •+ «, tjoth

T/u

04)

and T/p*

on the

)

The fermion

The integrations over the

For the integration over the

fermion propagator, us use the formula

are large, and become equal in the limit.

—
24

Thus ,

+•

in

r1

(17)

UY*

Putting all the factors together, we arrive at the following expression for the
(15)

afiA^ coupling constant

• 1 ( 1 ' 4- F. (T//T. ) - Jl F ( T/u.. > I
The

A

(18)

coupling constant, therefore, approaches a nonzero value as T * •»,

with the asymptotic value beinc slightly belov the tree-level value.

This is

in agreement with the behaviour of the coupling constant obtained previously
in the N-componcnt

Jkcji

theory.

This result is not surprising at all.

because only the- boson loops contribute to the A
expect the behaviour to be similar.

l^; . ( ] ^ ) f :i:;

This is

The B -c-ouplinr, a n a

th

':

A B

coupling

They are given by expressions similar to, but

"I1 '

w

i s defined by
(19)

We thus

slightly different I'rom, tint of Ei\- (13)-. They, however, approach the name
^ r , y m p t o t i c v;i.lu-:,

F (x)

The fermion loop contribution, being

infra-red diver-Rent., is removed by hand.
can be similarly calculated.

coupling constant.

where t h e function

As

T -"-•", since uoth "\\ , T'" * jf 6 T , and the temperature dependence in (18)

is or order

l/T". Therefore,

j ( V - A ^ ) —* J

,

<ir T - »

.

- 6 -

» .

(20)

The tree-level masses are given by
The

coupling of

constant at the

B to

t>
|

is similarly calculated.

5jiiY BI|I vertex by

RlljiiY Bt) •

u e

Denoting the coupling

have

(21)

The index

i

in

(25) and (26)

i s understood to run from

1

to

H.

The computation

of the temperature-dependent masses i s again straightforwardly performed, and
T

This result is significant.

- , CO

(22)

we obtain

Although the Yukawa coupling constant also approaches

i ^T\

nonzero value as T •+ «, the asymptotic value is nevertheless equal to the
tree-level value.

This implies that the It-point bosonic coupling constant and

(27)

the Yukawa coupling constant do behave differently at high T.

All the fermions are massless. for
Next ue consider the supersymxetric

0 ( N ) model

*

T> T.
c

which is obtained
The computation of the temperature-dependent coupling constants in the

by coupling the VJess-Zumino model to an N-component chiral superfield. The
supersymmetric

0{N) model proceeds in essentially the same way as for the

superpotential for this model is given by
case of the Wess-Zumino model.
much larger.

Here, the number of diagrams contributing is

Hovever, one feature is common in both cases, i.e., the fermions

(23)
are massless.
There are two coupling constants:
and

g

to describe the self-coupling of S ,

h to describe the coupling of

to

S

S. (i = 1, 2, . .. H) .

This model

is interesting on its oun. It exhibits the phenomena of symmetry anti12)
restoration
, for it undergoes a first-order phase transition followed by a
ft ^

T 1 ^

second-order phase transition
811]^
characterized by *

> T

For

= (Ui/h)

The contributions to the bosonic coupling constants from

diagrams involving fermion loops will therefore "be infra-red divergent.

, the system is

Here again, such infra-red divergences are removed by processess of absorption
and re-emission of soft massless ferraions from the heat bath, similar to the
previous case.

Instead of presenting all the coupling constants calculated, ue

choose to present here only a representative feu, namely those at the following
the
tree-level,
the AA Q and the
h
A , AA.,i
*-*•„+••
l l th

couplings:

ijj A (i
couplings represent respectively the li-point bosonic coupling and the
0 00
jj
<*«> T

= <AI>T

=

=

<

A f J

>

=

0

.

(24)

Yukawa coupling described by the same coupling constant
tjA^

The

Eian of the system contains an interaction part given by

g; and the

A^

and

couplings represent those described by h. The coupling constants for

these couplings, as calculated from the improved one-loop approximation, are

J_
(25)
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(28)

(34)

Jv (

(33)

(29)
}2ir

The results, as given byfc)qs.(32)-(35) , are very similar to those obtained 1'or
the Wess-Zumino model.

All coupling constants approach nonzero values as

T -*- ™.

The asymptotic values for the ^-point hosonic couplings are slightly smaller
than the corresponding tree-level values, vhereas those for the Yukaua couplings

{ '• -^ f F.(

>]

are the same as the corresponding tree-level values.
In summary, we have presented the analysis of the temperature dependence

(30)

of the coupling constants using the improved one-loop approximation in two
supersymmetric theories, the Wess-Zunino model and the supersymmetric

0(N)

model.

In a supersyametric theory, the U-point bosonic couplings and the Yukaua couplings
are generally related at
couplings.

= t,

T = 0, vith the same constant describing both types of

Our analysis shows that all coupling constants, the I*-pcint bosonic

as well as the Yukawa, approach nonzero values as

T •+• •», But the asymptotic

behaviours are different for the two types of couplings.
(31)

The asymptotic values

for the l4-point bosonic couplings are slightly smaller than the corresponding
zero-teraperature values, whereas those for the Yukawa couplings are the same as

The functions

F (x)

and

F £ (x)

are as defined by Eqs.(14) and (19), and the

masses are the temperature-dependent masses given by Eq.(27).
the boson masses increase linearly

with

Noting that all

T, «e obtain the following nonzero

asymptotic values for the coupling constants as

the zero-tenperature values.

The results for the It-point bosonic couplings are

similar to that obtained previously '~ Tor the N-component

X$

theory.

It is

somewhat expected because the temperature dependence of the bosonic coupling
constants receives contributions frora diagrams involving only boson loops .

T •* •»:

The

contributions from diagrams with fermion loops are infra-red divergent, but "re
removed through considerations of processes of absorption and emission of particles
from the heat bath.
contributions.
(32)

The Yukawa couplings do not involve any infra-red divergent

The result that they all approach to the respective zero-tcmperatur^

values is therefore significant.
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